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(Channeling begins)

Djwhal Khul here. Tashi Delek.
Alright. We’re having Mercury going direct and still some muddled communications beyond that
point. I am going to say that this is a time for still sort of triple checking communications.
Alright. Then energetically I am going to say that the practice of Love is what is most important
now. The practice of Love being loving yourself, loving all others, loving every aspect of Creation
no matter whether it suits your preferences or not and just staying with that energy field.

Now I would say also to empty the emotional body especially so and fill with Divine Love so you
see your cup runneth over with Divine Love and you can just kind of keep exuding that energy.
We’ll be doing the special Full Moon of the Christ call on Friday, so that’s April 6, so that you can
still get it a little bit afterwards if you want and that will be done from a vortex in Sedona, right on
a creek, right on Oak Creek. So we’re going to be working with a very strong vibratory pattern.
Let’s see what else is up and coming here. Venus would be a good thing to invoke. It is very
important to invite the energies of Venus and the power of Love and the practice of Love into your
life constantly.
Alright. As always, thank you and my love to you,
Djwhal Khul
Channeled by Rev. Terri Newlon
www.TerriNewlon.com
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About Reverend Terri:
Terri Newlon is a world renowned spiritual teacher and conscious voice channel for Ascended
Master Djwhal Khul. Djwhal Khul has worked through numerous channels, including Madam H.P.
Blavatsky and Alice A. Bailey, and is well known to spiritual students. His work through Terri began
in 1980 when she studied under Janet McClure and The Tibetan Foundation, Inc., and has resulted
in an extensive online global support system of practical spiritual teachings.
She is also a gifted Health Empath and has trained thousands of mediums and psychics. One of her
specialties is instructing other natural sensitives how to turn on and off their abilities so they can
live well-balanced lives, without neglecting their own physical, emotional, mental and spiritual
requirements.
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